
Important Porpoises in Peril Vocabulary  

Squad A team of people working together 

 

Assignment A job or task someone is required to 

do 

Contaminated Very valuable or important 

 

Population A group of people or animals that 

live in a place 

Emerged Came into view; became known 

 

Formulate To make a plan or map out an idea 

 

Stable Not easily changed; steady; 

balanced 

Cluttered Filled with many things in an 

unorganized way 

Thermometer A tool for measuring temperature 

 

Temperature A measure of how hot or cold 

something is 

Vacant Not filled or used 

 

Disappointed Feeling unhappy because something 

was not as good as you expected 

Precious Very valuable or important 

 

Evidence Something which shows that 

something else exists or is true 

Dismantle To take something apart so that it is 

in separate pieces 
 



Important Mary Anning Vocabulary  

Exposed Laid open to view; no longer hidden 

 

 

Lurked Lay still or waited without being seen; 

existed secretly 

 

Enormous Greatly exceeding the common size; 

huge 

 

Encased Completely covered or closed in by 

something 

 

Magnificent Very impressive or great 

 

 

Eagerly In a way that shows great 

excitement or interest 

 

Curious Having a desire to learn or know 

more about something or someone 

 

Ancient Very old; having lived or existed for a 

very long time 

 

Convinced Completely certain or sure about 

something 

 

Accomplish To succeed in doing something; to 

get something done 

 
 



Important Fragile Frogs Vocabulary  

International Involving two or more countries; 

occurring between countries 

 

Surveyed To examine in order to give a 

description or report of something 

 

Extinction The situation that results when 

something has died out completely 

 

Juvenile A young person or animal 

 

 

Altitude The height of something 

 

 

Native Living naturally in a particular region; 

originating there 

 

Vulnerable Easily hurt or harmed; open to attack 

 

 

Exposed Not protected or covered 

 

 

Amphibian An animal that can live on land or in 

water 

 

Population All of the living creatures of the same 

kind that live in an area 

 
 



Important Skeletons: Inside and Out Vocabulary  

Framework The basic supporting structure of 

something 

Expand To increase in size 

 

Affect To act on; to cause a change 

 

Flexible Capable of bending 

 

Survive To remain alive or continue to live 

 

Spongy 

 

Soft and full of holes or liquid 

Ability The power or skill to do something 

 

Vary To change; to become different 

 

Hollow To have nothing inside; not solid 

 

Sturdy Strongly made 

 

Fossils The remains or imprints of animals or plants from 

long ago that have been preserved in rock 

Ancient Very old; having lived or existed for a 

very long time 

Detach To separate from something larger 

 

Segments Parts or sections 

 

Armor A covering that helps in defense 

 
 



Important Movers and Shapers Vocabulary  

Internal Located on the inside of something 

 

 

Contract To become smaller or shorter 

 

 

Shield To cover and protect 

 

 

Rigid Stiff; not able to be bent or changed 

easily 

 

Rotates Move or turns in a circle 

 

 

Pivot To turn on or around a central point 

 

 

Artificial Not natural or real; made by humans 

 

 

Chambers A small space inside something 

 

 

Vessels Small tubes that carry blood to 

different parts of the body 

 

Fused Joined together 

 

 
 



Important King of the Parking Lot Vocabulary  

Mission A job or task someone wants or 

needs to complete 

 

Legendary Very famous or well-known 

 

 

Reputation The common opinion that people 

have about someone or something 

 

Portray To describe in a particular way 

 

 

Remains The dead body or bones of a person 

or animal; what is left behind 

 

Trenches Long, narrow holes dug in the ground 

 

 

Deformed Not having the normal or expected 

shape 

 

Fragile Very delicate; easily broken 

 

 

Ancestors People from someone’s family in past 

times 

 

Reconstruction The act of putting something back 

into its original or similar condition 

 
 


